Structural factors determining DNA length limitations in conformation-sensitive mutation detection methods.
Numerous mutations and polymorphisms in human genes remain to be identified using reliable methods. Of the available mutation scanning methods those dependent on structural change-induced mobility shifts are highly effective. Their efficiency is, however, DNA length-sensitive and the reasons for that are poorly understood. In this study, we explain why scanning genes for mutations is less effective in longer DNA fragments, and reveal the factors which are behind this effect. We have performed a systematic analysis of the same sequence variants of exon 11 of the BRCA1 gene in DNA fragments of three different lengths using the combined single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) and heteroduplex analysis (DA) by capillary electrophoresis (CE). There are two major structural factors responsible for the reduced mutation detection rate in long amplicons. The first is increased contribution from other secondary structure modules and domains in longer fragments, which mask the structural change induced by the mutation. The second is higher frequency of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) including common polymorphisms in longer fragments. This makes it necessary to distinguish the structural effect of the mutation from that of each polymorphic variant, which is often difficult to achieve. Taking these factors into account, an efficient scanning of genes for sequence variants by conformation-sensitive methods may be performed.